WORK REIMAGINED

As the world tries to figure out what the “new normal” might look like, it’s clear that there will be changes and challenges in every facet of life – from work to school to travel and entertainment. No two situations will be the same, no business will be unaffected. Where we work and how we work has been altered. Workspaces will be transformed, and the future of work will be reimagined.

Regardless of where teams work, Targus has the solutions to help your customers and their employees stay effective and productive in the office or at home. See how your customers can REIMAGINE their workspace.
Transition from laptop to desktop with a single USB connection. No need to plug in accessories and peripherals when moving from desk to conference room, home to office, even home office to living room and back again.

Stay powered while in the office, at home, or on the road. Our universal power solutions are perfect for a back-up or replacement charger and cover a range of devices – perfect for the family.
### MICE & KEYBOARDS

Wired or wireless. Bluetooth® or USB dongle. Full-size or compact. We’ve got solutions to keep the entire team comfortably working.

- **B580 Bluetooth® Mouse**
  - Model #: AMB580TT
  - MSRP: $21.99

- **KB55 Multi-Platform Bluetooth® Keyboard**
  - Model #: AKB55TT
  - MSRP: $19.99

### COOLING PADS

Turn up the productivity, not laptop heat. Heavy usage and poor ventilation of the laptop can cause the device to overheat. Keep it cool with a Targus Chill Mat.

- **17” Dual Fan Lap Chill Mat**
  - Model #: AWE55US
  - MSRP: $39.99

### CABLE LOCKS

Mitigate the risk of theft and exposure of data breaches, with Targus DEFCON® Cable Locks. Compact and tough, DEFCON® cable locks are easy to use and nearly impossible to destruct.

- **DEFCON® Trapezoid Resettable Combo**
  - Model #: ASP66GLX
  - MSRP: $29.99

- **DEFCON® T-Lock Resettable Combo**
  - Model #: PA410U
  - MSRP: $29.99
**TABLET CASES**

**STYLUSES**

Avoid dirt and germs on public touchscreen devices – like ATMs or registration kiosks – with the use of a personal stylus. Easy to use, accurate, and perfectly portable, a stylus is a healthy and more hygienic choice.

**Smooth Glide Standard Stylus, Black**
Model # AMM165US
MSRP: $12.99

**REIMAGINE EVERYDAY INTERACTIONS WITH...**

**REIMAGINE CARRYING EVERYDAY ESSENTIALS...**

**LAPTOP CASES**

Keep laptops protected and essential gear organized – and off the kitchen table – with top laptop carrying cases like backpacks and briefcases.

**14” Corporate Traveler Checkpoint-Friendly Briefcase**
Model # CUCT02UA14S
MSRP: $104.99

**15.6” Cypress Hero Backpack with EcoSmart®, Black**
Model # TBB58602GL
MSRP: $89.99

**TABLET CASES**

Built to enhance a tablet’s functionality, our tablet cases and accessories combine high-impact protection with patented features and advanced technology.

**SafePort® Rugged Case for iPad® (7th gen.)**
10.2-inch, Black
Model # THD498GLZ
MSRP: $69.99
Regardless of work environment – in the office, in the home office, or anywhere else – protect privacy and important information at all times with high-performance privacy screens.

We readily make privacy screens for tablets, laptops, and monitors from 9.7” to 30”.

Find online at us.targus.com/pages/accessory-finder

WEBCAM COVERS

As video calls become more frequent in our daily lives, be sure to protect yourself from cyberattacks with a webcam cover for peace of mind.

Spy Guard Webcam Cover – 3 Pack
Model # AWH012US
MSRP: $9.99